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ABSTRACT. Active whaling for large baleen whales -mostly for bowhead (Balaena mysricetus) and gray whales (Eschrichrius robustus)-has been
practiced by aborigines on the Chukotka Peninsula since at least the early centuries of the Christian era. Thehistory of native whaling off Chukotka may
be divided into four periods according to the hunting methods used and the primary species pursued: ancient or aboriginal (from earliest times up to the
second half of the 19th century); rraditional (second half of the 19th century to the1930s); transitional (late 1930s to
early 1960s); and modern (from the
early 1960s).
The data on bowhead/gray whale bone distribution in theruins of aboriginal coastal sites, available catch data from native settlements from the late
19th century and local oral tradition prove to be valuable sources for identifying specific areas of aboriginal whaling off Chukotka. Until the 1930s,
bowhead whales generally predominated in the native catch; gray whales were hunted periodically or locally along restricted parts of the coast. Some
8-10 bowheads and 3-5 gray whales were killed on the average in a “good year”by Chukotka natives during the early 20th century. Around the mid-20th
century, however, bowheads were completely replaced by gray whales. On the basis of this experience, the author believes that the substitution of gray
whales for bowheads, proposed recently by conservationists for modemAlaska Eskimos, would be unsuccessful.
Key words: bowhead, gray whale, aboriginal whaling, Chukotka, Asiatic Eskimos, Chukchis
R ~ S U M É Depuis
.
au moins les premiers siècles de l’ère chrétienne, lesaborigbnes de la phinsule Chukotka ont fait une chasse active aux grandes
baleines B fanons, en particulier la baleine bodale (Balaena mysticetus)et la baleine grise de Californie (Eschrichrius robustus). L’histoire de cette
chasse autochtone à la baleine au large de la#ninsule Chukotkapeut être divisde en quatre *riodes selon les méthodes de chasse utilistes etles espèces
primaires poursuivies: la #riode ancienne ou autochtone (des premiers temps jusqu’i la deuxième moitiC du 19e siècle); la periode traditionnelle
(deuxième moitié du 19e sibcle jusqu’aux anndes 1930); la #riode transitionnelle (fin des annees 1930 jusqu’au debut des annees 1960); et la periode
moderne ( à partir du debut des annees 1960).
Les donnees sur la distribution d’ossements de baleines boreales et grises dans les ruines de sites autochtones côtiers, les donnees de prises
disponibles de colonies autochtones de la fin du 19e sibcle et la tradition orale locale comportent des sources importantes permettant d’identifier les
dgions spkifiques de chasse B la baleine au large de la phinsule Chukotka. Jusqu’aux anntes 1930, les baleines boreales figuraient en premi6re
importance dans les prises autochtones; les baleines grises Btaient chasstes #riodiquement ou localement le long de certaines parties de la côte. Lors
d’une <<bonneanneen, une moyenne de quelque 8 B 10 baleines boreales et de3 B 5 baleines grises de Californie étaient tuées par les autochtones de
Chukotka. Vers le milieu du 20e sibcle cependant, les baleines boreales furent complbtement remplacees par les baleines grises. Selon cette experience,
l’auteur croit que la substitution des baleines grises par desbaleines boreales, proposCe pour les Inuit modernes de l’Alaska par des partisans de la defense
de l’environnement, ne connaîtrait aucun succbs.
Mots clbs: baleine bodale, baleine grises de Californie, chasse autochtone à la baleine, Chukotka, Inuit asiatiques, Chukchis
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.
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CHUKOTKAN ABORIGINAL WHALING
INTRODUCTION

Modem archaeology traces the existence of active whaling by
Chukotka aborigines back to the first centuries of the Christian
era (Rudenko, 1947;Arutyunovand
Sergeev, 1969, 1975;
Dikov, 1971, 1977; Anderson, 1981). During recent decades,
thousands of whale bones have beenidentified and inventoried
in the ruins of numerous ancient sites along thecoastline of the
Chukotka Peninsula, from Kresta Gulfto the shores of the East
Siberian Sea. These bones formerly wereused as the main
building material inthe construction of underground dwellings,
meat cellars, skin-boat holders, storage racks and graveyards.
The importance of whaling inthe aboriginal lifestyle is substantiated by numerous discoveries of implements for killing and
flensing whales andby ancient rockpaintings depicting whaling
scenes. For recent centuries, it is evident also in European
narratives, native folklore and oral tradition and local records.
Until recently the species orientation of aboriginal whaling in
Chukotka was not questioned. The predominant opinion was
that the ancient whalers hunted
for the bowhead whale (Balaenu
mysticetus) exclusively. Demarcation of distinct areas of aboriginal whaling, particularly of the whale species most hunted, was
raised only recently, following coastal surveys and archaeological investigations on the eastern shore of the Chukotka Peninsula. These brought to light a number of ancient settlements and
ritualareasbuilt
of bowheadand/orgraywhalebones
(Arutyunov et al., 1979, 1982; Chlenov, 1982; Chlenov and
Krupnik, 1984; Bogoslovskaya et al., 1979; Krupnik et al.,
1983; Krupnik, 1983, 1984).
The new data -complete through 1984-show that the role
of whalingvariedin
the economies of different aboriginal
groups in Chukotka. They also indicate that the ranges of
bowhead, grayandsome other large baleen whales off the
Chukotka Peninsula largely or entirely overlapped until the very
recent past (Nikulin, 1947; Tomilin, 1957; Berzin and Rovnin,
1966; Alaska Geographic, 1978; Haley, 1978; Zemski, 1980).
Therefore, a preference for a particular species in the aboriginal
catch was obviouslydetermined by very local ecological conditions or by specific cultural traditions. To explain these new
facts, it is necessary tosummarize the available archaeological,
ethnohistorical and biological data on local aboriginal whaling
(Krupnik, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1984; Bogoslovskaya et al.,
1982, 1984; Krupnik et al. , 1983).
HISTORICAL REVIEW

The history of whale hunting by Chukotka aborigines Asiatic (Siberian) Eskimos and Maritime Chukchis - may be
divided into four periods: (1) ancient or aboriginal (from ancient
times to the second halfof the 19th century), (2) traditional (last
half ofthe 19th century to the 1930s), (3) transitional (late 1930s
to early1960s)and (4) modem (since the early 1960s) (cf.
Marquette and Bockstoce, 1980; Krupnik, 1982,1984; Krupnik
et al., 1983). These periods differed in the types of whaling gear
andhuntingmethods used, in the ratio of cetacean species
harvested andin the general importance of whaling inthe native
economy. A remarkable evolution of the social, ritual and
ideological place of whaling in local customs is also apparent.
Ancient Period
Due to our scarce knowledge of the early prehistory of the
Chukotka Peninsula and to the paucity of radiocarbon dates, the
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precise time of the appearanceof aboriginalwhaling inChukotka
is a matter of conjecture. However, specialized whaling existed
there at least by the first or second century A.D., since vast
accumulations of whale bones and baleen, with remnants of
well-developed hunting and flensing implements (e.g., large
toggle-head harpoons, lances, stone flensing knives) are widely
known from Okvik and Old BeringSea (OBS) sites on different
parts of the coast (cf. Rudenko, 1947; Arutyunov and Sergeev,
1969, 1975; Dikov, 1967, 1974, 1977; Teyn, 1980). The
location of the majorsites representing this period are shown in
Figure 1 and are listed, with references, in Table 1.
OldBering Sea and Okvik were the earliest neo-Eskimo
whaling cultures found inChukotka. They were also the first in
the chronological sequence of the so-called Arctic Maritime
Tradition, characterized by active open-water hunting for large
sea mammals from multi-seat skin boats with bone toggle-head
harpoons fastened to drag sealskin floats (Larsen and Rainey,
1948;Rainey,
1958; Giddings, 1960; Arutyunov, 1979;
Anderson, 1981).
Ancient methods of Chukotka whaling must be
reconstructed
according to later narratives andthe highly realistic paintings of
the Pegtymel petroglyphson the arctic coast (Dikov, 1971). The
earliest references to whale meat consumption by Chukotka
aborigines comes fromRussian cossacks of the early 18th
century (1710; see Institut Narodov Severa, 1935). The first
accounts of aboriginal whaling methods were
presented, according to these narratives, by G. Steller in 1744 (Steller, 1938) and
S. Krasheninnikov in 1756 (Krasheninnikov, 1949). The first
documented landing of a whale by Chukotkan natives was
observed in September 1778 (Cook, 1971); the first description
of hunting practices was in the autumn of 1791 (Titova, 1978);
and thefirst account of actually observed native whaling wasin
August 1856 (Heine, 1859).
According tothese sources, the hunting process included the
pursuit or close approach of a whale in boats movedby paddles
on the open water, striking the animal with one or more
harpoons with skin drag floats attached and the use of a large
killing lance for the coup de grace.These methods seem to have
changed little during the entire ancient period. Only toward the
end of that period did the
rectangular skin sail appear (Bogoras,
1904), and only in the late 18th century were bone and flint
harpoon points replaced by iron blades obtained by natives from
Russians.
Unfortunately, except for onerecent publication (Teyn,
1980), all the archaeological data on very early whale bone or
baleen have been published without
the biological identification
of the whale species involved. Thus, we can use these data only
by analogywithmuch
later stages of Chukotka aboriginal
whaling or with synchronous Eskimo sites on St. Lawrence
Island. On this basis, one would suspect that the majority of
bones and baleenof large whales unidentified as tospecies (see
(Baluenu mysticetus). But if
Fig. 1) were from bowhead whales
we take the Pegtymel rock paintings as being realistic sketches
of the animals hunted, at least three species pursued by natives
inboats can be recognized: the bowhead, the gray andthe
humpbackwhale (Dikov, 1971: Figs. 12, 14, 28, 29, 99 identification by L.S. Bogoslovskaya; cf. Jordan, 1980).
The earliest evidence suggesting the possibility of active
hunting for gray whales (in addition to the undoubted catch of
bowheads) was obtained from the ancient Ekven cemetery, on
the northeastern edge of the Chukotka Peninsula. In the report
on the excavated burials (Arutyunov and Sergeev, 1975), the
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FIG.I . Location of major ancient whaling sites and/or ruins
of communal dwellings with whale bones and carcasses in Chukotka.
Solid square:bones of bowhead
whales predominate;broken square: bones of large, unidentifiedMysticerus sp., but seemingly bowhead;diamond bones of bowhead whales predominate,but
bones of gray and/or other whales evidently present; circle: bones of gray whale predominate, but bones of bowhead and/or other whales evidently present;
unenclosed number:whaling (apparently for bowheads) present according
to early narratives, folklore and/or oral tradition. These sites are identified in Table
1.

bones of small whales are easily recognized in
a number of
sketches. They include scapulae 35-45 cm long, mandibles to
1.5 m long and small vertebrae and invertebraldiscs. Although
no osteological analysis was conducted at the
time, the archaeologists easily separatedthese bones fromthose of large (bowhead?) whales. They now strongly support the present
author’s
idea that these bones formerly belonged
to gray whalecalves or
juveniles (S.A. Arutyunov, pers. comm. 1982).
of Ekven cemetery(1st-5th centuries A.D.)
In the OBS burials
bones of small whales were ratherscarce and could be considered as being the productsof irregular hunts or even accidental
beach discoveries (S.A. Arutyunov, pers. comm. 1982). The
same could besaid of the occasional discoveries of gray whale
baleen specimens in the ruins
of OBS undergrounddwellings on
CapeShmidta(Ryrkaipyi)onthearctic
coast, where, as in
of bowhead whales
Ekven cemetery, thebonesandbaleen
predominated (Teyn, 1980). But in the burials of the Birnirk
culture, which followed OBS chronologically (5th-7th
centuries
A.D.), the ratio changed drastically: the number of bones of

“small whales” increased, while bones of large (bowhead?)
whales disappearedaltogether. Some highlyspecialized togglehead harpoons were also found in Birnirk burials; they were
larger than those used in walrus hunting but smaller than the
classic harpoon heads usedfor large bowheads (Arutyunov and
Sergeev, 1975). Nine small whalescapulae of 40-45 cm found
in only a single Birnirk grave in Ekven cemetery indicate the
intensity of Birnirk gray whaling.
The h n u k culture, whichfollowedBirnirkinChukotka
(9th-15th centuriesA.D. -analogous to the ThuleCulture of the
American Arctic), was evidently the high point of aboriginal
whalingofftheChukotkaPeninsula
(cf. Rudenko,1947;
Arutyunovand
Sergeev, 1975; Dikov,1977,1974
[ed.];
Anderson, 1981). The majorityofancientwhaling
artifacts
(large toggle-head harpoons, killing
lances, flint flensing knives)
and the vast accumulation of huge whale bones and baleen in the
ruins of dwellings and burials and even lying on the beaches
have been traced by archaeologists to the Punuk period. These
bones have been identified by cetologists and local natives as
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CHUKOTKAN ABORIGINAL WHALING
TABLE 1. Major Ancient Whaling Sites and/or Ruinsof Communal Dwellings Containing Whale Bones
Map key
(Fig. 1) Name (Fig.
1
Uelkal
19472Rudenko,
Enmelyn
Nunligran
Rudenko,
Votrogov,
L.M.
1947;
3

Map key
1) Name
Lorino

Sources
22
Rodnyi,
M.A.
Yu.M.
and
Chlenov
pen. comm. 1976
Destroyed

Ilyan

pers. comm.
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

Sanlik
Kurgoo
identifications
field

by author and
L.S. Bogoslovskaya, 1979
field identificationsby author, 1975
Sinrak
field identifications by author, 1975
SirheniWSireniki
field identificationsby author, 1975
Imtuk
Yryrak (Plover Bay) Rudenko, 1947; M.A. Chlenov,
pers. comm. 1981
field identificationsby author, 1975
Avan
field identifications by author, 1975
Kiwak

field identificationsby M.A. Chlenov,
12
Tasik (Chechen,
1976 Bay)
Marcus
Ungazik (Indian Point) field identifications by author,
13
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1977, 1981
Napakutak
identifications
field
by author,
14
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1977, 1981
15
Siklook (Whalebone field identificationsby author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
Allee)
1977, 1981
field identificationsby author,
16
Yarga (Yergyn)
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1977, 1981
field identificationsby author,
SE Coastof
17
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
Arakamchechen Isl.
1977, 1981
field
identificationsby author,
18
Kygynin
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1977, 1981
19

20

21

Nykhsirak/Nykhchigen field identifications by author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981
MasiWMechigmen
field
identifications
by author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981
Raupelyan
identifications
fieldauthor,
by
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981

23
identifications
Kukoon
field24

Akkani
25
Yandogai
26

Nunyamo
27
28
Ekven
(and
cemetery)
Dezhnevrnunitlyn
29
Nunak
30
31
Naukan
(East
Cape)

Sources
identifications
field
by author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981
by author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981
field identificationsby author and
M.A. Chlenov, 1981
field identifications by author,
L.S. Bogoslovskaya and M.A. Chlenov,
1981
Dikov, 1977
Arutyunov and Sergeev, 1975
M.A. Chlenov, pers. comm. 1981
Rudenko, 1947; M.A. Chlenov,
pers. comm. 1981

Mamrokhpak
32
33
Imaklik
(Big
Diomede
Island)
Uelen (and cemetery) Arutyunov and Sergeev, 1969; Dikov,
34
1967
Inchoun
Dikov, 1977
35
Dikov, 1977
Uten
36
Dikov, 1977
Chegitoon
37
Dikov, 1977; V.V. Lebedev, pers.
Enurmin (Szerde38
comm. 1982
Kamen)
Idlidlya Isl.
Dikov, 1917
39
Dikov, 1977
40
Neshkan
Belyak’s Spit
Dikov, 1977
41
Kiber, 1824; Nordenskdd, 1880;
Kolyuchin Isl.
42
Dikov, 1977
Vankarem
Nelson,
1899; Dikov, 1977
43
Noot Spit
Dikov, 1977
44
Nordensk@ld, 1880; Dikov, 1977;
Rirkaipyi
45
Teyn, 1980
(North Cape)
Wrangell, 1948; Beregovaya, 1960
46
Shalaurov Isl.
Ayon Isl.
Sverdrup, 1930; Dikov, 1977
47
Cape Baranov
Beregovaya, 1953; Okladnikov and
48
Beregovaya, 1971

belonging to the bowhead whale
(Tomilin, 1957; Bogoslovskaya underground dwellings constructed with whale
bone, it extended
etal., 1982). Punuk whaling must have been
intense, as dozens
from Kresta Gulf
to CapeRyrkaipyi (Shmidta) and
to Shalaurov
of bowhead skulls and mandibles have been found in the
of ruins
Island on the arctic coast (see Fig. 1). The extension of active
undergrounddwellings at manypointsalong the coast (see
whaling practices westward along the arctic coast from Cape
Krupnik, 1983). Remains of some 60 bowheads are still preShelagski to Ayon Island and Cape Baranov (cf. Beregovaya,
served at “Whalebone Allee,” the Punuk Eskimo memorial
site
1953) is doubtful, though some bones of large whales(?) are
discovered recently on Ittygran
Island, on the southeastern edge found there in
the ruins of ancient undergrounddwellings. From
of the Chukotka Peninsula (Arutyunovet al., 1982).
the18th to the early20th centuries, bowheadwhaleswere
DuringthePunukandthesubsequent
“precontact” time
periodicallyobservedintheEast-Siberian
Sea even farther
(15th-17th centuries A.D.),the area of aboriginal whaling for
west, up to the Kolyma mouth (Tomilin, 1957).
bowheads reached its maximum
geographicextent in the history
The catch was evidently oriented to bowhead juveniles and
of native whaling off Chukotka. Judgingby the distribution of
calves. This view is strongly supported by the folklore and the
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oral traditions of native hunters, which stress that their ancestors
hunted mainlyfor ‘‘small bowheads.” (Asiatic Eskimos usually
referred to thesesmallwhales as “ingutuk” [author’s field
data] but, in contrast to Alaskan Eskimos [Braham et al.,
19801, considered them bowhead yearlings and not a distinct
whale species.) This view isfurther substantiated by the dimensions of the whale bones preserved at Punuk sites. The most
common are bowhead skulls, with widths of 2.2-2.4 m, while
adult skulls 2.6-3.0 m in width are very rare (field materials of
1977-81; see also author’s measurements in Arutyunov et al.,
1982:165-167).
The Punuk, precontact and early contact areas of bowhead
whaling embraced all the main native settlements of the
Chukotka Peninsula, both Eskimo and Chukchi (Fig. 1). However, there was a gap inthe central part of the east coast,
centered around Mechigmen Bay, from Cape Kriguigun up to
Arakamchechen Island. This part of the coastline was surveyed
in 1977, 1979and especially 1981 (Arutyunov et al., 1982;
Chlenov, 1982; Bogoslovskaya and Votrogov, 1982; Chlenov
and Krupnik, 1984; Krupnik et al., 1983; Krupnik, 1984). A
number of abandoned aboriginal settlements were examined
and discussed with their former inhabitants, who, unlike other
Chukotka aborigines, used to hunt primarily for gray whales,
particularly thenursingyoungandyearlings
(Chlenov and
Krupnik, 1984).
At the Masik site, located at the entry of Mechigmen Inlet,
some 1000 small gray whale skulls, more than 20 bowhead
skulls and a dozen unidentified baleen whaleskulls were found
and described (Arutyunov et al., 1982; Chlenov, 1982; Krupnik
et al., 1983;Chlenovand
Krupnik, 1984). A considerable
number of small gray whale skulls werepreserved at other sites
in this region: at Nikhsirak more than120; at Kukoon ca. 130; at
Raupelyan ca. 70; at Lorino and Ilyan now destroyed; and at
Cape Kygynin and
the southeastcoast of Arakamchechen Island
ca. 60. The overwhelming majorityof skulls observed are 60-80
cm in width, indicating 5- to 6-month-old calves. Considering
the likelihood that the bulk
of bone remnants is still buried under
the surface, we can assume thata total of some 2000-3000 gray
whalecalfskullsmightbe
deposited there (Chlenov and
Krupnik, field materials). It should be stressed that bones of
adult gray whales are absent at all the sites observed (with the
exception of Cape Kygynin), although skulls, mandibles and
other bones of bowheads are present everywhere in varying
numbers.
Such a noticeable homogeneity of bone remnants suggests the
former existence of a specialized sea mammal hunting area or
even a highly specialized maritime culture based on the harvest
of gray whale calves, with seal and walrus hunting being of
minor significance (see Chlenov and Krupnik, 1984). The
northern limit of this cultural area was apparently the Kukoon
site, to the west of Cape Kriguigun, and the southern limit was at
small camps on the southeastern shore of Arakamchechen
Island. All of the sites in the area were populated from at least
the16th century A.D.to the 18th-19th centuries. They were
inhabited by Eskimos, who were later assimilated or displaced
by Maritime Chukchis (Chlenov and Krupnik, 1984).
Most of the settlements were placed atpoints where modem
gray whale calves regularly approach close to shore. Close
approaches of gray whale calves to the shore have been noted
recently in Mechigmen Bay, at Capes Kygynin, Leimin,
Khalyustkina and Pouten, at the mouth of the Kurupka River
and at the entrance of Achchon Lagoon (Bogoslovskaya and
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Votrogov, 1982; L.S. Bogoslovskaya, pers. comm. 1982). The
ruins of large sites of ancient huntersfor gray whale calves have
been observed at five locations; two more recent stations have
not yet been investigated.
We have little direct information, and no data oncatch
statistics, on native whaling up to the mid- 19th
century -i.e.,
for thewholeancient period. The sporadic observations of
successful aboriginal whale hunts near the anchorages of Russian or European vessels in thelate 18th-early 19th century are
too scarce to permit reliable estimates. The only examples come
from Lavrentya Bay in 1778 and 1816 (Cook, 1971; Kotzebue,
1821) and Kolyuchin Island in the early 1820s (Kiber, 1824).
The same is true of native folklore traditions, which sometimes
stress the harvest of “several” whales in successive years, and
sometimes severalin one successful year, at a number of
aboriginal sites, including Naukan, Ungazik, Cape Kygynin
and the Senyavin Strait islands (Rubtzova,1940,1954;
Menovshchikov, 1975).
John Bockstoce (1977) believes that, before the start of the
commercial Yankee whalingindustry in the NorthPacific in the
mid- 19thcentury, Alaskan Eskimos annually killed four times
as many bowhead whales as they did at the dawn of the 20th
century. Such a ratio yields a figure of some 40-50 whales taken
annually by the 3500-4000 coastal Eskimos of northwestern
Alaska. This figure is supported by the available harvest data of
10-15 bowheadskilled in a “good year” at a single large
settlement, such as Point Hope
or Point Barrow, in the mid- 19th
century (Durham, 1979; Marquette and Bockstoce, 1980).
The same ratio (4:l) was not true of aboriginal whaling in
Chukotka. Ice conditions and the prevalence of open-water
hunting off Chukotka madenative whaling on the Siberian side
far less productive thanon the American side, even inperiods of
abundant whalestocks. The highly specialized ancient mode of
whaling for bowheads from shore ice by hunters armed with
killing lances was reported only at Uelen village (Leontyev,
1973; V.V. Leontyev, pers. comm. 1982, 1983).
The size of ancientwhaling villages and the amount of
preserved boneindicates the regular catch of some bowheads(?)
atonly a fewsites: Sireniki, Sinrak, Avan, Ungazik and
Naukan, and probably also at Uelen, Big Diomede and
Kolyuchin Island (the latter three not having been visited by the
author). At other sites whales certainly were harvested occasionally, but bonesfor dwellings and storage racks were obtained
mostly from beached animals or from ancient house ruins.
There is no need to exaggerate the efficiency of precontact
and early contact gray whaling in the Mechigmen Bay area as
well. With an annualharvest of 5-10 gray whales for all the sites
(but mainly at Masik), the 1000-3000 whale skulls still preserved could have been deposited during the rather short time
span of two or three centuries. As yet we have no evidence on
which to base identification of the “small summer whales”
reportedly harvested by natives at some other locations during
the 18th and early 19th centuries in the Senyavin Strait area,
Kolyuchin Island, and westward from the Amguema mouth
(Rubtzova, 1940; Kiber, 1824; Titova, 1978). No data on loss
ratios in aboriginal whaling before the late 19th century are
available.
The high social and ideological position of whaling in the
native culture throughout the aboriginal period can be deduced
from ethnographic data acquired in the 19th and 20thcenturies,
from folklore and oral tradition and from numerous findings of
whale amulets, sculptures androck paintings (Zhurov and
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harpooned.Thesizeandnumber
of boatcrews engaged in
hunting remained stable, as did traditional normsof inter-crew
cooperation and intra-crew role differentiation. Some ancient
gear remained in active use as well: large skin boats, wooden
paddles, sealskin drag floats, walrus lines and killing lances.
According to informants, killing lances continuedto beused
in all whaling communities up to the mid-20th century. In the
village of Sireniki some large bowheads were killedby killing
lances as recentlyastheearly
1930s, without the use of
European firearms. Sleeping whales were approached silently
in umiaks, and the two most skilled harpooners
struck them
simultaneously from both sides withlance thrusts to the heart.
The deadwhalewastransported
to shore byallthe crews
working together, and it was butchered by the whole community
in a commoneffort.
Based on theoldest informants’ testimonies, bowheads were
the main or, in anycase, the most prestigious whale preyallinof
the largest native sites along
the north and southeastern
coasts of
Chukotka Peninsula (Fig. 2), for both Eskimos and Chukchis.
Active gray whaling was practiced during traditional
the
period
in two areas only: in Mechigmen Bay and its vicinity, and at
Uelen village, to the west of EastCape. Forthe small Chukchi
sites in Mechigmen Bay (Mechigmen= Masik, Lorino,Ilyan,
Traditional Period
Raupelyan), with a combined population of 170-200 people,
this gray whaling was evidently part of their cultural heritage
This was the time
of the sharp depletion of all whale
stocks off
the Chukotka Peninsulaby Yankee commercial whalers and
the
dating from aboriginaltimes. The development of gray whaling
byUelenChukchis
is,however, amatter of controversy.
extermination of wintering gray whales in
the lagoons of southAccording to Gondatty (1898:IV), ‘‘. . . whales were plentiful
em California (Scammon, 1968; Tomilin, 1957). It was immein Uelen some 20-40 years ago.Those with baleen [bowheads]
diately followed by a rapid decrease in the
productivity and
were successfully pursued, as werethosewithout
baleen
extent of native whaling in Chukotka (see evidence and local
[gray?]; the latter even more commonly.” That active whalreferencesin Gondatty, 1898; Bogoras, 1904; Kalinnikov,
ing for gray whales occurred at Uelen in the 19th
century is
1912; Karaev, 1926;Vdovin, 1965), accompanied by mass
strongly supportedby local oral tradition (V.V . Leontyev ,pers .
starvation and other disasters, mostly between the 1870s and
1890s. The native yearlycycle, methods of whaling and modes comm. 1982, 1983).
From about 1910(?) to the 1920s, the Eskimos at Naukan,
of distribution changed aswell.
Bogoslovskaya (in Bogoslovskaya ef al., 1982) concluded
Avan and Ungazik also conducted some gray
whaling. Their
that by thelate 19th century Yankee whalers had exterminated a hunt was irregular, however, and seems to have been startedto
distinct stock of bowhead whales that formerly had fed in the
compensate for the scarcity of bowheads.
summer months in the coastal waters of Bering Strait, Bering
The method of gray whaling during the traditional period,
Sea and the southern Chukchi Sea. It was apparently the very
with the use of iron toggle-head
harpoons, hasbeen described in
stock exploited previously by Chukotka aboriginal hunters. If
general by Scammon(1968), Kalinnikov (1912) and, especially
this conclusion is correct, the timing and productivity of the
for the Mechigmen Bay area, by Shnakenburg (1933). Addinative bowheadwhaling, which has been reconstructed indetail
tional information was obtained recently by the author from
for the late 19th-early20th centuries (Krupnik, 1979, 1980;
local elders (Krupnik ef al.,1983; Krupnik, 1984).
Mechigmen Bay hunting for gray whales usually began in
Bogoslovskaya et a l . , 1982),hadtohavebeenrecent
developments.
June-July, whenthewaterbecame
ice free, and lasted all
By the late 19th century, local whalers in Chukotka, both
summer, whenever whales came close to shore. Yearlings and
Eskimo and maritime Chukchi, had mastered the method of
suckling calves were theonly game pursued. As arule, three to
four hunting crews withfive to eight hunters from neighboring
capturing bowheads with Yankee whaling equipment: darting
and shoulder guns, wooden whale boats withtriangular canvas
coastal communitiesparticipatedinwhaling;butin
several
sails and iron weapons.This hunting complexhas been repeatcases, even one or two crews were known to take a whale.
edlydescribed in Russiansources(Kalinnikov,1912;
Hunters in skin boats paddled right
up to a small whale from its
Razumovski, 1931; Shnakenburg,1933;Knopfmiller, 1940;
left side and struck it with alarge toggle-head iron harpoon with
Tomilin, 1957)andseemsvery similar to the recentspring
a sealskindrag float attached to a walrus-hide line some 25-30 m
bowhead whaling methodsof the St. Lawrence IslandEskimos.
long. The strike was made in any part
of the trunk, just to fasten
According to local informants, there waslittle change in native
the harpoon head with the float attached. The whale plunged
whaling techniques between 1890 and 1940.
immediately, but soon reappeared on the surface, where it was
The introduction of Yankee gear did not bring
drastic changes
killed with a long iron-headed
lance. The best case was
to hit the
to aboriginal whaling procedures the
in early 20th century. They
whale’s heart on the first strike. The whale then turned on its
retained the main traitsof ancient hunting tactics (cf. Durham,
back after thrashing around; the boats tried to move away from
1974), as whales continuedto be approached in skinor wooden
the convulsing animal.
boatsonopen
water, using sails and/or paddles, andthen
near, she usually tried to put
If the mother of the dead calf was
Sergeev, 1962; Ivanov, 1954; Glinskii et al., 1982; Chlenov,
1981).Somebriefaccounts
of nativewhaling festivals and
ritualsfromthelate18thandearly19thcenturyarealso
available (Titova, 1978; Lazarev, 1950; Hooper, 1976). Judging from these data, the symbolic role of the bowhead whale
seems to have been extremely important in both Eskimo and
Maritime Chukchi cultures. During specific periods, it reached
a particularly high level of elaboration, as judged by complex
ceremonialcentersandspecial
sacrificial structures. Visual
the in
ancient bowhead whale
remnants of this epoch can be seen
memorial on Ittygran Island (“Whalebone Allee”) and in the
numerous bowhead skulls and mandibles erected at
different
places along the Siberian coast (Arutyunov et al., 1982).
The ideological roleof whales other than bowheads is hardly
known. Still, a number of ritual structures built
from gray whale
calves’ skulls was discovered recently in the Mechigmen Bay
area (Chlenov and
Krupnik, 1984). Hooper (1976) also reported
a whale festival at Providenya Bay in winter 1849 as being
dedicated to the successful hunt of a humpback
whale. In a ritual
song, the whale killed was named “kapookah” (quipuqaq =
“the humpback whale” in Siberian Yupik).
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Sea

Anadyr

Gulf

FIG. 2 . Active Traditional

Period aboriginal whaling sites in Chukotka (late 19th century to early 1930s). Circle: bowhead whales predominated, but other whales
triangle:
hunted;
active gray whaling, with
were sporadically hunted;square: the bowhead whale was emphasized in the culture, but gray whales were also regularly
no bowheads registered. Open symbols are Eskimo sites; closed symbols, Chukchi sites.

When the whale appeared atone boat, it was hit witha harpoon
it on her backor else attacked the hunters. To scare her or
offto
with drag floats attached; then it was struck with harpoons two
weaken her by loss blood,
of
the hunters usedtheir firearms. As
far as the oldest informants remembered, hunters never pursuedor three more times, if necessary, and finished with a killing
lance (V.V. Leontyev, pers. comm. 1982).
adult gray whales, who were consideredtoo dangerousto hunt
At Naukan village, young gray whales andcalves have been
and too heavy to transport and:process. When outboard motors
hunted actively since the mid-1930s during summer
the
months
were introduced in the early 1930s, hunters started driving the
(July-August). As Naukanelders recall, they were pursued from
whales at full speed, trying to separate the calf fromits mother
wooden whale boats and killed withrifles; no darting or shouland get it closer to shore. If there was onlya single calf, it was
said, because, when
der guns were used. Hunters approached the
whale, fired in
not difficult to take, theoldhunters
harpooned, it quickly became weakeneddue to loss of blood.
volleys at the breathing hole
or at its lips and nose
(to destroy the
At Uelen in the1930s, gray whales comingclose to the shore
breathing cycle), then struck the animal with an iron harpoon
were simply shot with rifles from cliffs.
the The huntersfired in
with drag floats attached. At the southern Eskimo communities
of Ungazik and Avan, a few full-grown gray whales were also
volleys at the breathing hole. When the whale was weakened
by
killed between 1910 and 1940, but with darting and shoulder
blood loss, skin and wooden boats were launched in pursuit.
The whale was struck with harpoons with drag floats attached
guns (according to informant recall).
The dead gray whale was taken ashore in same
the manner as
and was dispatched with lances or rifles if necessary. Both
(V.
calves andfull-grownanimalswerehuntedinthisway
a bowhead, with additionaldrag floats attached. The processing
or on
was done in thesurf near the village (in Mechigmen Bay)
Leontyev, pers. comm. 1982). As Uelen elders recall, prior to
the beach (in Uelen); in the latter case the carcass was pulled
the early 20th
century, gray whales were
also hunted inthe same
ashore by all the membersof the community workingtogether.
way as bowheads: with harpoons and lances only. When
a whale
was seen moving along the
shore, skin boats with paddles were At Mechigmen, Lorino and Raupelyan, according to informants, small gray whales were cut into large pieces, with head
immediately launched in pursuit, aiming to meet it in a line.
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and flippers being removed separately. Meat was stocked in
open caches made of gray whaleskulls located near the houses.
Slices of dried or jerked meat, flippers and whale tongue were
also put in the same caches.
Terletzkii (1967:129-130) presents a detailed account of the
transportation and processing of a large gray whale(?) killed at
Uelen on 24 August 1938. The whale, some 16-17 tons, was
taken by a single crew and transported to the beach by four
crewsinwhaleandskin
boats. Itwaspulled ashore by the
(45-55) men of the village, using walrus and manila lines. Skin
with blubber attached wascut in 11 strips and wasremoved first;
later it was divided into 114 pieces of 50-60 kg each. Meat and
usable viscera (heart, liver, etc.) were cut into 142 equal
portions; the head, including the tongue and gum tissue, was
divided into 8 large sections.
The work wasdone by several(?) hunters, assisted by the men

and youths of the community. The successful captain, a rather
young person, supervised the butchering and meatdistribution.
The meat and blubber
of the whale were divided among the eight
boat crews existing at the community andthen distributed
among the several families. All of the elders were also presented
by the captain with pieces ofmuktuk, weighing some 15-20 kg,
right at the butchering place. Each family thus received cu. 200
kgof food. Special parts were allotted to widows, orphans,
persons who did not engage in hunting and members of neighboring communities.
Figures on Chukotka native whaling activities were kept
during the early traditional period by Yankee whalers. They
were extracted from their logbooks by Marquette and Bockstoce
(1980) and are summarized here in
Table 2, with some additions
by the present author.
The period 1910-30 is better documented by local sources,

TABLE 2. Chukotkan Aboriginal Whale Harvest by Site and Year,1849-1909
Site Name
Nunligran
Lavrentya
and/or
Senyavin
Naukan
Ungazik
and
Chechen
Imtuk
and/or
Avan
Year
Plover
Bay

Kiwak
and
Enurmin
Sireniki

Bay
Uelen
(East
Cape)

(Preobrazhenya
Bay)
Strait
(Indian
Point)
Source

1849

lb

1

1851

1

1

1852

1

1

1856
1859

P,ld
4

1865
1866

5

3

1869
1870

lb

1

lb

1

2b

Sa

1

lb

1871

1

2

1

1877

5

1880
1884
1886

4
1

1

1

1

1

5
5“

5”

1
1

1887

1

1

1889

Id
1

1

1891

0

1894

1

1898

4’
1

1900

1

1

1.2

3b

3b

2.3

lb

lb

3

1

1895
1899

5”

1

2b
1

1

1901
2

1903

1

1

1

1906

3b
2

1908
1909

5

lb

1902

1907

1

1

1
1

2b

3

1

I

3b

“Estimated value for “several,” “few” or “some” whales reported.
bIncomplete data.
“Estimated from baleen obtained in trade from natives.
be bowheads.
dDefiiitely a gray whale; other figures appear to

1
1

1 . Marquette and Bockstoce, 1980.
2. Gondatty, 1898.
3. Doty, 1900.
4. Heine, 1859.
5 . Bogoras, 1901.
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oral tradition and informants’ memories. A brief summary of
the available data is presented inTables 3 and 4. Whales landed
at native sites during the 1910-30 period were seldom recorded
by species. Thus their biological identification (see Table 3) was
possible in only a few cases according to the oldest informants’
memories and/orother evidence (e.g., season of catch, amount
of meat and blubberused).
Active whaling in the early 20th century was practiced at
twelve communities in Chukotka (see Fig. 2); 12-15 whales
were harvested in a “good” year, of which 8-10 would be
bowheadsand 3-5 graywhales (Table 3). This harvest is a
full-year estimate for the 19 10- 19
period. More than 13 whales
were landedby Chukotkan aborigines in 1908,14 in 19 10and 6
in 191 1 (see Tables 1 and 2). According to Russian government
agents’ estimates, some 6-8 “large” (bowhead) whales were
takenannually in the late 1890s andearly 1900s (Suvorov,
1914).
In the 1920s the harvest wasa little lower due to unfavorable
weather and a scarcity of ammunition; in the 1930s it increased

14

9:

six
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again due to better weather and a better supply of ammunition.
According toShnakenburg’s(1933) estimates, the total aboriginal harvest in
the 1923-32period was66 whales, or 8 whales per
year on average. Twenty-eight of them (ca. 40%)were young
gray whales taken in Mechigmen Bay
at four gray whaling
stations: Lorino, Ilyan, Raupelyan and Mechigmen.
Based on data from Yankee logbooks (Marquette and
Bockstoce, 1980), fragments of other written sources and local
tradition, one can estimate the productivity of aboriginal whalingin the 1880-90 period, although muchmore tentatively.
There are some grounds for believing that whaling was then
more intensive at Ungazik(Indian Point), Napakutak and Avan
(Plover Bay) (see Table 1). No records are available for
Napakutak, although oral tradition and remnants of whale bones
indicate the importanceof whaling there up to the late 19th and
early 20th centuries (Bogoslovskaya et al., 1982).
An annual harvestof several (some?) whales was normal
for a
number of native communities. Thus 16-24 whales in a “good
year” seems a suitable estimate of native whaling productivity
in the latter half of the 19th century (cf. Bodfish, 1936; Marquette
and Bockstoce, 1980). Of that number, 10-15 would
TABLE 3. Total Number of Whales Landed by Chukotka Natives,
have
been
bowheads and 5-8 gray whales. Possible harvest by
1910-38
major stations would be 2-3 bowheads at Naukan andUngazik;
1-2 bowheads each at Sireniki (with Imtuk), Avan (with Plover
No. of
Bay), Uelen and Enurmin (Serdze-Kamen); and 1 whale per
Year
year each at Nunligran, Chechen, Lavrentya Bayandthe
1
bowheads only
1910
Senyavin Strait Islands. In addition, 4-6 gray whales might have
bowheads only
1
6
191 1
2
1915
6
1 whale, occasionally, at
been harvested in Mechigmen Bay and
1916
data
1
incomplete
3
Uelen. We mustkeep in mind, however, that the last quarter of
1920
5
incomplete
three
data,
sites only”
4
the 19th century was a time of intense aboriginal whaling
5
1920s, early
3-10
estimate
activity inbothChukotkaand
Alaska due to the increased
2
1922
3
demand for baleen by American whalers andtraders.
1
incomplete
data,
only
site
one
6
1923
1924
5
three sites
6
Our information on loss ratios for the traditional period is
only
2,6b
1925
poor. According to data obtained from local elders, unproduc1920s, mid
10
estimate
7
tive losses were minimal at
Sireniki and Imtuk, where bowheads
only
6
incomplete
data,
three
sites
1926
5
were
usually
hunted
right
front
in of the village and veryclose to
five sites
6
8
1927
shore. Losses were higher at Avan and Ungazik, where one1928
6
three sites
6
6
2
incomplete
data
1929
third of the whales killed wasreported lost in transportation or
1930
incomplete
data,
14
five
only
sites
6
after only partial butchering because of unfavorable weather
193 1
sites’ 12:7*
*four
8,6b
conditions.
*at1932 15*
17:
sites
2,9,6b
The highest losses were recorded for the arctic coast at Uelen
206
(see d)
2,6b
1933
13:7 dataincomplete
10,6b
1934
and Enurmin. Sverdrup (1930:247) reported 27 (bowhead?)
1935
10
data
5
incomplete
whales killed (struck?)
at Uelen during the 1920 autumn hunting
10
1936
4
incomplete
data,
five sites only
season,
of
which
17
were
lost in transport, and the 10 remaining
4
1937
six sites only
10
incomplete
data,
were only partially butchered due to heavy storms and ice
3
incomplete
data,
three sites only,
10
1938
spring season
movement. One day of this autumn hunt is described by
Leontyev (1982:30-37),who gives a detailed account of native
“Ten more whales were partly butchered atUelen of 27 totally struck.4
hunting and butchering practices based on his personal experibWhen two or more different records are available, they areseparatedby a
ence
and on informant testimony. Five bowheads were killed on
colon.
that day with darting guns by skilled individual hunters pursuing
‘Nine to 16 whales (according to different sources) were killed at Uelen, but
the whales on foot (!) along the narrow lead between pack and
only 2 were completely butchered. Two others were later used as stinkers at
other sites.
young shore ice. Onewhale was completely processed, but the 4
dFourbowheads and2 humpbacks; 10 more bowheads were struck at Enurmino,others were lost because of drifting ice when only partly
but only one was successfully
butchered. Of 16 whales killed at Uelen in 1929, only 2 were
1 . Suvorov, 1914.
completely
utilized. Of 10 bowhead whales killed in 1933 at
2. Sergeev, 1936.
1 was fully utilized, the others being lost in
Enurmin,
only
3. Otchyot Kamchatskogo RIK’a, 1928.
storms (Shnakenburg, 1933). Though some Uelen whales were
4. Sverdmp, 1930.
5 . State Archive of the Far East, 1923.
later stranded at Seshan and Enurmin and used
there in 1920 and
6.Magadan State Archive, 1934 (data collected by N. Shnakenburg).
in 1929, 3-4 were lost for every 1 utilized.
7. Karaev, 1926.
Data on the former utilization of strandings (mostly bow8. Liprandi, 1933.
heads) are available for a number of native communities, both
9. Shnakenburg, 1933.
10. Knopfmiller, 1940.
Eskimo and Chukchi. Meat was widely used
for dog food, while
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TABLE 4. Available Data on Aboriginal Whale Harvest by Site in Chukotka, 1920-38
No. of

No. estimate
Native
Dominant

Eskimo

EskimoAvan
Chaplino
Eskimo
(Ungazik)
Mix
Chechen
and
Kiwak
Chukchi
Chegitoon
ChukchiEnmelyn
Chukchi Enurmin
Ilyan and Lorino Chukchi
Eskimo
and
Imtuk
Sireniki
Mechigmen
Chukchi
and
Raupelyan
Eskimo
Naukan

Nunligran
Seshan
Uelen
Uelkal

of whales

of
year
usual
by
landed
catch

Species
hunt
Population
Months
with
Type
crews
Site
60-90

4-6'

May, 0ct.-Nov.

bowhead

250-350

9-15

May-June, 0ct.-Nov.

bowhead;humpback

May, 0ct.-Nov.

bowhead

-

-

80-100
5-6

1 sporadically
1 everyyear
periodically
1 sporadically

ca. 1922:l; ca. 1924:1;d1930:l;
1933~1;1934-38:O
ca. 1920-22:4;b 1923-31:5;b1932:l;
193311;1934-36~0; 1937~1
CU. 19201; 1921-30:l; 1932~1;
1934:l; 1936:l

-

19301'

bowhead(?)
April-May
120-130 4-5

?

1928:1 ; I 930: 1

bowheadSept.-Oct.
150-180 5-7

?

1902-32:23; 1933~1; 1938~1

100-130 4-5
gray
160-200 8-10

July-Sept.
April-May, Nov.-kc. bowhead

2-3 every year

1923-32116~

2-3 every year
1933:5

1920:4; 1923-27~4;1928:2; 1929:l;
19301; 1931:O; 1932:5;
+ 1;'
19343; 1935:2; 1937:2; 1938:18

50-60
3

July-Sept.

gray

May-Oct.

bowhead

April-May, 0ct.-Nov.
-

bowhead

?

-

-

July-Oct.

bowheadlgray

?

192O:lO;' 1923-24:4;1930:2;'
1937:l; 1938:ld

-

-

-

1935:l'

50

330-350

2

11-14

Chukchi 130-140 6
2-3
Chukchi 60
Chukchi 250-280 8-10
120-130 4-5

"Including one gray whale.
bIncluding some(?) gray whales and humpbacks.
With assistance by boat crews from adjacent village of Ureliki.
%ray whale.

year2-3 every

?

1 bowhead
every
year
1 grayperiodically

1934:l

19201; 1923-26:4; 1927:l; 1928:O;
1929:l;' 1930-31:O;
1932:2;
1933:2;' 1933:3;' 1934:2; 1935:O;
19363; 1937:O; 1938:18
1933:l;
1930:l'

'Whales partially or completely butchered.
fStinker.
%complete year catch or one hunting season only.

skin with blubber (especially with
flippers) was usedfor human
after the mid-19th century. In the winter of 1932 I.S. Vdovin
(pers. comm. 1983) participated in a whaling festival
at Lorino
consumption. Cases of severe poisoning due to rotten meat
village after a successful year's kill of two gray whales. In the
consumption are reported
by local elders from
Ungazik, Sireniki,
same year he visited Mechigmen village (at the ancient Masik
Avanandothercommunities.
The consumption of stranded
site) and saw there some ancient wooden ritual
figurines of gray
whales may be considered a dietary
custom, as it occurred even
an abundance of fresh whale whales still being used in whalingfestivals. According toV.V.
in successful years when there was
or walrus meat available in the
caches (e.g.,at Imtuk in 1933).
Leontyev (pers. comm. 1983), the successful harvest of a gray
The social and ideological position of bowhead whaling is
whale at Uelen in the 1930s was usually followed
by a whaling
well documentedby written sources for both the 19th andearly
festival.
20th centuries, and it still is easily inferred from native elders'
At larger, mostly Eskimo, sites wherebowheadwhaling
accounts. At most native communities a number of attitudes and
predominated (e.g., Naukan, Ungazik, Avan, Napakutak),the
ritual practices connected with whaling survived until the late
catch of gray whales was usually considered
less prestigious and
1930s. From Lantis's (1938) list we can cite for the Asiatic side
was accompaniedby shortened or simplified rituals. The native
the following: the high prestige
of boat captains and of
the whole
attitude toward gray whale meat and maktak (skin with blubber)
crew who first harpooned a whale; fixed norms of whale meat
was muchless enthusiastic, and at some communities (Sireniki
and baleen distribution among eight crews (symbolicnumber)
and Imtuk) even negative. Based on native treatment, we can
judge that in those communities where gray whale hunting was
based on the role of each in the hunt; potlach-like festivals
organized by a captainor by his crew in the case of a successfulincorporated into the native culture during the late 19th-early
hunt; communal whale
festivals at the beginning and conclusion 20th century only because of the decline
of bowhead whaling, it
of the whaling season; and ritual treatment
of some parts of the
was seen as a less valuable substitute for a bowhead whale in
whale (see Bogoras,1909;Voblov,1952;Ivanov,1954;
both the nutritional andthe social domains.
Rubtzova, 1954;Zhurovand
Sergeev,1962;Teyn,
1975;
Menovshchikov, 1979; Arutyunovet al., 1982; Glinskii et al.,
Transitional Period
1982).
The ideological role of gray whaling in the native culture
The transitional period was characterizedagradual
by increase
during the traditional period is poorly
documented. It seemed to
in the area and productivity of the gray whale catch on the
have been relatively high inthe small Chukchi communities in
Chukotka Peninsula.This development wasparallel to the sharp
Mechigmen Bay, where no bowhead whaling was practiced
decrease of native bowhead whaling
due to the scarcity or aging
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of outdated Yankee whaling
gear. Oral tradition at all the coastal
communities preserves the date when the last bowhead whale
was harvested, even if some 40-50 years ago -for example, at
Avan in 1933, Kiwak 1936, Enurmin cu. 1938, Uelen 1937 (the
last, unsuccessful hunt occurredthere in 1953 - V. Leontyev,
pers. comm. 1982), Ungazik 1941. From that time on, local
hunters have harvested gray whales exclusively. Bowhead
whaling was preserved at
two communities only: at Sireniki, up
to 1960, and at Naukan, up to 1946 (with one more bowhead
killed in 1952; see Table 5).
Local gray whaling in the 1930s and '40s was done mostly
from skin and wooden whale boats with outboard motors, and
with rifles and iron-tipped harpoons with skin floats attached.
During the late 1940s and '50s the hunt expanded to a much
larger scale, with small schooners and cutters and large-caliber
guns being used. Both modes of hunting are well documented in
narratives and other sources (e.g., Smolyak, 1957; Bezumov,
1960;Leontyev, 1973;Sergeev, 1959;Sooshkina, 196l;Ivashin
and Mineev, 1978, 1981; also see photos in Leontyev, 1973;
Ivashin and Mineev, 1981) and are still preserved in older
hunters' memories. Bowheadsandsome other large baleen
whales apparently were
also killed periodically from cutters and
brought to native villages, but no specific records are available.

Local gray whaling from wooden boats
even during the 1950s
included some elements of traditional hunting. Whales were
mostly pursued with boats using outboard motors and killed
withrifles (by shooting simultaneously from several whale
boats). The pursuit of a gray whale in whale boatslasted up to
3-4 hours; the animal wasstruck with 300-600, sometimes up to
2000, shots (see Sergeev, 1959; Sooshkina, 1961; Ivashin and
Mineev, 1981). However, iron toggle-head harpoons with sealskin floats and ironkilling lances were still widely used. Calves
and immature animals still predominated in local harvests, as
the mean weight of gray whales taken in the 1940s
did not
exceed 5-8 tons. It increased to 8- 12 tons in the late 1950s,
although the catch of a full-grown whale from open boats was
extremely rare. The hunters who were
interviewed unanimously
confirmed that these animals wereconsidered to be too fast and
too dangerous to pursue in a whale boat.
Gray whalecarcasses were transported to the village by boats
with additional sealskin
floats attached (see photo in Ivashin and
Mineev, 1981). They were either processed in the surf or else
pulled up on the beach by all the members of the community,
just as in the traditional period. Processing sometimes took up to
4-6 hours, with the whole local population engaged, including
children (Sergeev, 1959; Sooshkina, 1961;photos anddrawings

TABLE 5 . Chukotkan Whale Harvest by Local Community, 1 940-601

Name

Year

1'

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

1'

0

0

0

0

0

0

1'

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
1

0
1

0

1

0
0

1946

1

1'

0

2'
1'

0

0

0

0

62

1

0

1

3'

1'

22

2

1

21

0

0

1

'0

1947

4

0

1

0

0"

1o

1o

1948

5

0

0

0

3

0

5

0

0

0

0

1949

4

0

0

0

0

0

3

1'

0

4

0

1950

5

0

0

0
0

2

0

4

1'

1

2

0

1951
1952 1 2'
1953
4'

8

3

04

1

1954

2'

1955

7

4

0

1

22

5

1956

14

1

4

1

52

8

1957

21

1

0

6

43

54

3

4

11

68

7
7

48

1959

29

1960

22

1

6
8

1

2
1

12

1

1

5
22

7

1'
3

o

1'

2
3

1958

2
0

o

60
1

23

0

2
0
0
2

3

0 7

3

10

5

2

6

1'

4

2

10

4
33

19
14

5
32
16

14

94

4
6

3

26
25

'Earlier versionsof this table were presented inKrupnik, 1984, and Krupnik et al., 1983. Only years with reliable data arelisted. Catch data were obtained from
informants' communications and/or local periodicals. Bowheads are marked by (*); other figures are for gray whales:
'Incomplete data.
31ncluding one bowhead whale.
4Village abandoned.
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in Ivashinand Mineev, 1981; Davydov, 1971:48, 56,113).
Free sharing of meat, skin andblubber was still widely practiced
during the butcheringprocess; local elders, widows andpersons
absent for some reason still received their shares, as in earlier
times. Meat was stored in large communal meat cellars built
even in the 1940s and ’50s of whale bones (ribs, mandibles,
skulls, scapulae, etc.), though in a manner distinct from the
earlier individual cellars. Ruins of such communal meat caches
stillremainat Sireniki, Ungazik, Lorino, Akkani and other
sites. Some whale meat wasfurther shared by local inhabitants
with their relatives in neighboring communities.
Active gray whaling from boats was practiced
in the 1940-50s
in15-17native villages, extending from Kresta Gulf up to
Kolyuchin Bay (Fig. 3), supplemented by a few special schooners with native crews anchored at two state repair/processing
stations at Providenya andLavrentya bays. Young gray whales
periodically were found infish nets to the south of the Anadyr
River mouth, at Alkatvaam, Meinypylgino and Khatyrka villages (just south of Fig. 1). Thus, the 1950s evidently marked
the peak of the geographical spread of gray whaling for the
entire history of native aboriginal whaling in Chukotka.

General records of the gray whale catch off Chukotka since
1948 have been presented by
Ivashin and Mineev ( 1978) and by
Zimushko and Ivashin (1980). Data for specific settlements for
the 1941-60 period also have been published (Krupnik et al.,
1982, 1983; Krupnik, 1984); figures for the post-1960 take of
gray whales will be presented ina later publication. Three to 5
bowheads and5-8 gray whales were taken
by local hunters in the
late 1930s in a “normal year.” In 1945 the local harvest was 2
bowheads and 14 gray
whales. By the mid- 1950sit had increased
to 40-60 gray whales, but only a single bowhead was taken in
Sireniki in a ‘‘good year” (see Table 4). Villages in Mechigmen
Bay (Lorino and Akkani) andin the East Cape area (Uelen and
Naukan) remained the major centers of local gray whaling, as
before.
The rate of unproductive losses in the 1940s and ’50s was
rather high: someestimates suggest that up to 30% of the whales
killed sank, with the same percentage being struck and lost
(Ivashin and Mineev, 1978; Zimushko and Ivashin, 1980). The
loss rate was offered by the local state government as the main
reason for ending aboriginal whaling from boats and cutters in
the late 1950s and early 1960s.

Bering
Sea

\

Anadyr

Gulf
SCALE
lQ0 Miles

150 Kllometers

and Modemperiods: centers of late gray whaling and/or recent butchering in Chukotka.
Open square: modem community with ancient whaling
or no whaling traditions;closed square: abandoned or relocated community with active whaling
in
traditions; open circle: modem community with recent, sporadic
the 1940s and 1950s; closed circle: abandoned or relocated community with minor, sporadicor no gray whaling in the 1940s and 1950s.
FIG.3. Transitional
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The transition to mass gray whaling, and thus to mass gray
whale meatconsumption, differed between Eskimo and Chukchi
communities. As noted above, bowhead meat and skin (with
blubber) were everywhere considered the most prestigious and
delicious native food, with apparently the sole exception of the
Mechigmen Bay area. The substitution of bowheads by gray
whales in local consumption was uneventful in most of the
Chukchi communities. In Eskimo villages (Naukan, Chaplino
and Sireniki), on the other hand, the local inhabitants had to
overcome their former disgust of gray whale meatandits
treatment asan “inferior” food. This transition wasmost
painful at Sireniki, where active bowhead whaling survived up
to 1960. Prior to thisdate a number of local inhabitants refused
to eat gray whale meat andskin, claiming it wasdistasteful and
smelly. The meat of stranded gray whales was never used at
Eskimo villages for human consumption, being utilized for dog
food only.
The transition to massgray whaling accelerated the erosion of
norms, social valuesand attitudes formerly connected with
whaling. Pursuit of a gray whale usually began with firing in
volleys from several boats, thus eliminating the traditional
priority of the first crew (and its captain) to strike the whale. A
small gray whale easily could be harvested and transported to
shore by 2-3 crews or even by a single boat crew, which made
uselessboth traditional normsof cooperation and the fixed
hierarchy of meat distribution according to participation in the
hunt. Local elders recalled, however, that even a small gray
whale wasstill treated as much more
prestigious game than any
other sea mammal hunted. But thisprestige was no more than a
fraction of the former status held by a successful boat captain
and his harpooner. Even now, information on famous native
whaling captains of the early 20th century is readily recalled by
informants, who remember even the smallest details of certain
bowheads killed some 40-60 years ago. Data on former gray
whale harvests, however, were usually treated as unimportant,
and hence are obscure and undeveloped in local oral tradition.
According to local elders, hunting for gray whales was not
accompanied by specific rites and festivals. Some communities
(e.g., Sireniki and Chaplino) did not even treat it as a part of
their traditional cultural heritage. That probably served as one of
the main reasons for the quick erosion of the “whaling cultural
complex” of the Chukotka aborigines. The last whale festivals
took place at Naukan, Chaplino and Sireniki in the late 1930s,
following successful bowhead harvests. However, some modest or simplified ceremonies survived at Naukan and Sireniki
until the mid- 1940s.
Modern Period
This is characterized by the complete cessation of whaling by
local hunters and the transition to government-controlled ship
whaling exclusively for gray whales usingspecial catcher boats
“on behalf of the aboriginal population” (see Ivashin and
Mineev, 1978, 1981; Zimushko and Ivashin, 1980; Rezvanov,
1982; photosin Reller and Steinberg, 1981). Modem whaling is
conducted along the entire Chukotka coast from Mys SerdzeKamen to fiesta Gulf (but predominantlyfrom Cape Dezhnev
up to Cape Bering (see Votrogov and Bogoslovskaya, 1980;
Krupnik et al., 1983) according to quotas set by the International Whaling Commission within the range of 140-200 animals per year (Ivashin and Mineev, 1978). Animals killed are
mostly full-grown whales 11.5-12.5 m in length (Zimushko,
1969; Blokhin, 1982). They are taken for ten communities (Fig.
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3) having predominantlynative populations. Whales are brought
close to shore by the ship, then hauled up andprocessed on the
beach by local hunters. The main centers of modem processing
and utilization of gray whales are the villages of Lorino, with
one-third of the total harvest (Blokhin andVladimirov, 1983),
Uelen, Novoe Chaplino, Sireniki, YanrakinnotandUelkal
(Krupnik et al., 1983; Krupnik, 1984).
Hunting for gray whales survived longest the
at communities
of Uelen (up to theearly 1970s-V.V. Leontyev, pers. comm.)
and Lorino. By the endof the 1960s some 20animals out of the
total quota of 120-140 whales per year were still taken by local
hunters. Inthe last two decades they also harvested some
bowheads from boats:at Sireniki in 1964 and 1972, andat
Nunligran in 1965 (Ivashin and Mineev, 1978: 13;Krupnik et
al., 1983; Marquette and Bockstoce, 1980:15).
Altogether, almost 3500 gray whales were taken within the
last 20 years by government ships off Chukotka, as were 30
large baleenwhalesof
other species (Ivashin and Mineev,
1978:13). All these whalesare transported to native communities and processedthere by local hunters. The carcass is brought
ashore from the catcher boat by hunters in 1-2 wooden or skin
boats andis pulled onto the beach witha tractor. The processing
is usually done by 4-8 hunters, assisted by a few other men and
youths (see photos in Arutyunovet al., 1982; Dikov, ed., 1974;
Menovshchikov, 1972; Reller and Steinberg, 1981). Part of the
fresh meat and skin
(with blubber) is distributed among the local
inhabitants; portions of freshskinandgum
tissue are also
consumed directly during the processing. The tradition of the
free sharing of small portions of meat and skin with anyone
coming to the butchering place (especially when theyare elders,
widows or guests from other communities) still survives. The
meat of stranded gray whalesis never consumed but is utilized
periodically as fox bait. Utilization of strandings for dog food
and even for human consumption occurs only in those villages
not visitedby the catcher boat. It has been reported particularly
for Enurmin (V.V. Lebedev, pers. comm. 1982), Khatyrka or
Meinypylgino (A.A. Orekhov, pers. comm. 1983) and some
others. In July-October 1982, four dead gray whales were
stranded by heavy storms in the vicinity of Enurmino village
(Cape Serdze-Kamen). According to local inhabitants, a few
gray whales were found as stinkers at Enurmino almost every
year (V.V. Lebedev, pers. comm. 1982).
DISCUSSION

During the many yearsof its existence, Chukotkan aboriginal
whaling underwent a considerable evolution. The broad transition to gray whaling (which began at the end of the traditional
period) eventually resulted in its being completely substituted
for the hunt of all other large cetaceans and in the termination of
bowhead whaling, which had been the major focal point of
aboriginal culture for centuries.
Time has shown, however, that none of the other sea mammals currently taken in Chukotka (including the gray whale)
substitutes adequately for a bowhead whale in either its nutritional or its social status in native culture (Bogoslovskaya et al.,
1982, 1984; Krupnik et al., 1983). The meat and skin of the
bowhead whale are still regarded as the most delicious native
food in the memories of local inhabitants; the attitude toward
gray whale meat in some communities is that of indifference.
When local hunters from Sireniki harvested their last bowhead whale from skin boats in1972, all five crews operating in
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the community participated actively in the hunt and in towing
and butchering thecarcass. The dead whale received name,
a
as
in former times, from the boat captain whose crew wasfirst to
attach the harpoon to it. The entire native village population
participated in processing the meat and blubber, which were
partly distributed among the natives
of the neighboring community of Novoe Chaplino and the modem administrative
center of
F’rovidenya.
Most of the local inhabitants in Chukotka
still mourn theloss
of bowhead whaling and express a desire
to rebuild it as soon
as
possible. They stress that, irrespective of the size of the catch,
bowhead whaling formed the basisof their native culture. It is
stillconsideredveryimportanttotheirnationalselfconsciousness and to the conservation
of cultural and linguistic
traditions. Thepursuit ofthegray
whale, in contrast, was
always considered a less prestigious activity along the entire
coast, except, apparently, in the area of Mechigmen Bay andat
Uelen village. It is still considered so despite the total cessation
of all native whaling off the peninsula
over the last 10-20 years.
Therefore, in accord with the International Whaling Convention (IWC)of 1946, and following more recent
IWC statements,
some of us are arguing in favor of the renewal of a limited
bowhead whale harvest in the
U.S.S.R. by local hunters in
certain communities in Chukotka (Bogoslovskayaet al., 1982,
1984; Krupnik et al., 1982, 1983; Krupnik, 1982, 1984). The
resumption of strictly controlled aboriginal whaling within the
IWC quota at three sites - Sireniki, Nunligran and Uelen with a combined catch
of some 2-3 whales per
year based on the
same methods now used by Alaskan Eskimos will not damage
the Pacific bowhead stock
of 1783-2865 animals (Braham
etal.,
1979:304) and will not break the trend towardrecovery.
its
The
history of Chukotkan aboriginal whaling presented above indibe effected as quickly as
catesthatthisresumptionshould
possible. Any further delay decreases
the number of experiencedhuntersable to transmit their knowledge to younger
generations, which causes real damage to aboriginal cultural
continuity.
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the rapid erosion
of aboriginal norms, rites and values connected
with whaling solely through a transition
to a far less prestigious
form of hunting - that is, to the harvest of gray whales.
From an ethical viewpoint, the international community and
intergovernmentalagencies (e.g., theInternationalWhaling
Commission) do not have the right to force local aboriginal
groups to decrease their whaling activity upto some “biologically admissibleminimum,” which isso difficult to estimate. It
is even more questionable to insist on the strict substitution of
one speciesfor another, or onthe differentiation of those
aboriginal communities that are allowed to hunt bowheads (or
any other species)due to their “deep historical tradition” from
those not allowed due
to to the ‘‘modernization of their modes of
life” (cf.Mitchell and Reeves, 1980). Such “regulations” can
be considered onlyas drastic interference in the development
of
a native culture.
The problem of choosing what is of greater importance, the
survival of a biological speciesor a specific culture of an ethnic
minority, cannot be determined beforehand. In anycase, in my
view, it should not be solved in the manner proposed by the
conservationists. It is quite evident that such prejudicial confrontations should beavoided, since everybody aspiresto keep
both phenomena alive. Keeping in mind the current attitudes
of
(cf.
Alaskan Eskimos toward gray whale meat consumption
Marquette and Braham, 1980;Adams and Dronenburg, 1980),
one cannot consider the gray whale to occupy the position of
“main ethnic symbol”thatwasheld
for centuries bythe
bowhead whale. The transition to mass gray whaling would
force Alaskan Eskimos to switch from the accustomed times,
purposes and modes of hunting. Greater individualization of
gray whale harvesting and butchering will inevitably
cause the
relaxation of inter- and intra-community normsof cooperation
and division of labor, thus opening the road to disruption and
St. Lawrence
fragmentation o€current northwestern Alaska and
Island Eskimo social systems and to rapid culture change (see
Worl, 1979, 1980).
Both the arguments listed above and the proposal
for the
resumption of limited aboriginal bowhead whaling in Chukotka
Gray vs. Bowhead Whale in Alaskan Eskimo Whaling
do not deny, however, the general possibility of gray whale
In recent years a number of conservationists have fought to
harvesting by AlaskanEskimos. The perspectives are more
considerably reduce current bowhead whaling
by Alaskan Eskirealistic for those communities where gray whales
are more
mos and/or to substitute for it the harvest of gray whales, far
accessibleandwhereastrongculturalopposition
does not
more numerous according to current estimates (International
already exist. As the history of Chukotkan aboriginal whaling
WhalingCommission,1979a;
Storro-Patterson, 1980). The
shows, the gray whaleenters the aboriginal culture much more
“extremist” viewpoint even argues infavor of a complete ban
easily when regular bowhead whaling
continues, even whenit is
on Alaskan Eskimo bowhead whalingor its reduction to purely
treated by local hunters as a less valuable and less prestigious
symbolic rangesat a few of the
“most traditional” communities
substitute for a bowhead whale. This situation was shown
above
(Mitchell andReeves, 1980). Both these ideas already have led for Uelen, Naukan,Ungazik and someother Chukotkan whalto sharp protestsbyAlaskanEskimosand
by anumber of
ing stations in the 1910-30 period. Thus, a balanced form of
to besuitable for certain
biologists and anthropologists (International Whaling Commis- partialsubstitutionmayturnout
Alaskan communities, perhaps including combined or proporsion,1979b;Marquette
and Braham,1980;Adamsand
tional quotas for the catch of both species, as well as for the
Dronenburg , 1980).
Based on the historical experience of the complete substitufurther raising of community quotas by the addition of gray
tion of gray whale harvest in Chukotka
for that of the bowhead,
whales only. Changes in the total catch quotas necessary for
one can stress a number of negative effects following such a
starting both limited aboriginal bowhead whaling in Chukotka
substitution. Theabundance of graywhale meat, as it was
and active gray whaling in Alaska apparently could be obtained
shown above, does not substitute in the minds of Chukotkan
through mutual reallocations betweenthe states in question.
inhabitants for bowhead whale products(meat; and mostly skin
with blubber, or maktak), which are still considered the best
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